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a b s t r a c t
The linear- or affine-invariance is the property of a function family that is closed under
linear- or affine-transformations on the domain, and closed under linear combinations of
functions, respectively. Both the linear- and affine-invariant families of functions are gen-
eralizations of many symmetric families, for instance, the low degree polynomials. Kauf-
man and Sudan (2007) [21] introduced the notions of ‘‘constraint’’ and ‘‘characterization’’
to characterize the locally testable affine- and linear-invariant families of functions over
finite fields of constant size.
In this article, it is shown that, for any finite field F of size q and characteristic p, and
its arbitrary extension field K of size Q , if an affine-invariant family F ⊆ {Kn → F} has
a k-local constraint, then it is k′-locally testable for k′ = k 2Qp Q 2Qp +4; and that if a linear-
invariant familyF ⊆ {Kn → F} has a k-local characterization, then it is k′-locally testable
for k′ = 2k 2Qp Q 4( Qp +1). Consequently, for any prime field F of size q, any positive integer
k, we have that for any affine-invariant family F over field F, the four notions of ‘‘the
constraint’’, ‘‘the characterization’’, ‘‘the formal characterization’’ and ‘‘the local testability’’
are equivalent modulo a poly(k, q) of the corresponding localities; and that for any linear-
invariant family, the notions of ‘‘the characterization’’, ‘‘the formal characterization’’ and
‘‘the local testability’’ are equivalent modulo a poly(k, q) of the corresponding localities.
The results significantly improve, and are in contrast to the characterizations in [21], which
have locality exponential in Q , even if the field K is prime.
In the research above, a missing result is a characterization of linear-invariant function
families by the more natural notion of constraint. For this, we show that a single strong
local constraint is sufficient to characterize the local testability of a linear-invariant Boolean
function family, and that for any finite field F of size q greater than 2, there exists a
linear-invariant function family F over F such that it has a strong 2-local constraint, but
is not q
d
q−1−1-locally testable. The proof for this result provides an appealing approach
toward more negative results in the theme of characterization of locally testable algebraic
properties, which is rare, and of course, significant.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The property test, which is a relaxation of the decision problems, is the task to decide efficiently whether a given function
f belongs to a function family that possesses a property or far from it. The property test was formulated by Rubinfeld and
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Sudan [25] for the first time in the context of linear functions and was applied to combinatorial objects, especially to graph
properties, by Goldreich et al. [12]. The testing of algebraic properties has achieved much progress since [9,25], including
the test of functions satisfying some functional equations [24], leading to new error-correcting codes ([2,20,17,19] etc.). For
graph properties, the class of properties in the dense graph model that can be tested with a constant number of queries has
beenwell understood ([1,11]). In the negative side, [12,10,14,7,15] have given several lower bounds on the query complexity
for the graph-theoretic and algebraic property tests.
A function family F is k-locally testable if there is a randomized test, which queries the values of a given function f on
at most k inputs, and accepts f ∈ F with probability 1, and rejects f ∉ F with probability lower-bounded by a quantity
proportional to the distance between f and F . In the theme of the algebraic property test, an important open question is:
what are the essential features of local testability? This question has been well answered for the graph property test (in the
dense graph model) in [1,11], in which it is shown that the feature of ‘‘regular-reducibility’’ is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the locally testable graph properties. A similar characterization in algebraic setting was completely missing,
until Kaufman and Sudan [21], who started this topic.
The two classical algebraic property tests, that is, the linearity and the low-degree tests, are both essential ingredients
for the PCP characterizations of NP ([3,8,22] etc.) and of various locally testable codes ([13,6] etc.). These have already been
extensively studied by different people in a series of papers such as ([3–5,16] etc.). Kaufman and Sudan [21] started the
study of characterizing algebraic properties test by considering the local testability of linear- and affine-invariant families
over finite fields, which is a significant generalization of the linearity and the low-degree tests. The linear/affine-invariance
is a property for a function set over finite fields that is closed under linear/affine transformations on the domain and linear
combinations of functions. Formally, a family of functions F ⊆ {Kn → F}, where Kn is a vector space over finite field K
and F is a subfield of K, is said to be linear-invariant if (1) for any linear map L : Kn → Kn, f ∈ F implies f ◦ L ∈ F ,
and (2) for any f , g ∈ F and any α, β ∈ F, αf + βg ∈ F . A family F ⊆ {Kn → F} is said to be affine-invariant if (1)
for any affine map A : Kn → Kn, f ∈ F implies f ◦ A ∈ F , and (2) for any f , g ∈ F and any α, β ∈ F, αf + βg ∈ F .
Note that an affine-invariant family is also linear-invariant. Kaufman and Sudan [21] used the notions of ‘‘constraint’’ and
‘‘characterization’’ (See definitions below) to characterize these two kinds of function families. They showed that for a
function familyF ⊆ {Kn → F}with |K| = O(1), ifF is affine-invariant, then there exists a single O(1)-local constraint on
F if and only if F is O(1)-locally testable, and that if F is linear-invariant, then F has a O(1)-local characterization if and
only ifF is O(1)-locally testable. The proofs of these results provided basic analysis to study the characterizations of locally
testable algebraic properties.
We say that a familyF ⊆ {Kn → F} has a k-local constraint C , if there exist k distinct points x1, . . . , xk ∈ Kn and a subset
V ( Fk, such that for every f ∈ F , ⟨f (x1), . . . , f (xk)⟩ ∈ V , where we denote C by (x1, . . . , xk; V ). We say thatF has a k-local
characterization, if there exists a set C of k-local constraints such that f ∈ F if and only if for every C ∈ C , C is a constraint
of f . We say thatF has a k-local formal characterization if there exists a positive integerm, k distinct linear transformations
l1, . . . , lk : (Kn)m → Kn, and a subset V ( Fk, such that f ∈ F if and only if for any x1, . . . , xm ∈ Kn, ⟨f (y1), . . . , f (yk)⟩ ∈ V ,
where yi = li(x1, . . . , xm) for i ∈ [k]. In the definition of the k-local constraint, we pick k points in the domain to restrict the
values of F to some subset V of Fk. By definition, if F is an F-linear family, then V could be a non-trivial linear subspace
inside Fk.
A k-local constraint consists of a projection to k positions on the domain of F and a nontrivial subspace which we
observe through this small window. This is a succinct necessary condition for k-locally testable families with one-sided
error, since some nontrivial features should be observed as a proof of non-membership. A k-local characterization is also
necessary by a similar reason. A formal characterization is a set of constraints which are located at an ‘‘orbit’’ of a single
one. That is, given a single constraint, all the others are obtained by linear transformations of this constraint. We consider
as a central question how to characterize the locally testable linear- and affine-invariant families by constraints, and ask
the following: are there any more accurate relationships between the localities of tests and constraints? Is ‘‘constraint’’ or
‘‘characterization’’ sufficient to characterize the two families over general fields? In the negative direction, Grigorescu et al.
[15] constructed an affine-invariant family mapping F2t to subfield F2 and showed that it has an 8-local constraint, but is
not o(t)-locally testable. This is an interesting negative result, however, it is very specific. It is interesting that the present
paper paves a way to develop a systematic methodology to prove negative results in the theme of characterization of locally
testable properties.
Our research includes both positive and negative results on the topic of characterizing the locally testable algebraic
properties. Precisely:
We show that an affine-invariant family F ⊆ {Kn → F} having a k-local constraint is k′-locally testable for k′ =
k
2Q
p Q
2Q
p +4 (Theorem 2.8), and that a linear-invariant family F ⊆ {Kn → F} having a k-local characterization is k′-locally
testable for k′ = 2k 2Qp Q 4( Qp +1) (Theorem2.9),where |K| = Q and p is the characteristic of fieldK. In both cases, the exponent
terms of k′ are reduced to the sub-linear of Q from the quadratic of Q in [21]. In the case of prime fieldK, the results reduce
the locality k′ from the exponential of Q in Kaufman and Sudan [21] to a polynomial of Q . Based on this progress, we show
that for an affine-invariant family, the notions of ‘‘the constraint’’, ‘‘the characterization’’, ‘‘the formal characterization’’ and
‘‘the local testability’’ are equivalent up to poly(k,Q ) on their localities (Theorem2.10); and that for a linear-invariant family,
the notions of ‘‘the characterization’’, ‘‘the formal characterization’’ and ‘‘the local testability’’ are equivalent up to poly(k,Q )
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on their localities (Theorem 2.11). It seems to us that these positive results have already exhausted the currently available
technical resources, in the sense that more general results need radically new ideas.
Local constraints are the more natural necessary conditions for locally testable linear-invariant function families.
Therefore it is important to investigate the possibility for the characterization of the linear-invariant function families by
constraints. For linear-invariant families not containingnonzero constant, all the functions in it take value 0 at point 0n, hence
(0n; {0}) is a natural 1-local constraint on the families. This is a trivial constraint which leads to the failure of characterizing
local testability by constraints of small locality. For example, the familyF = {f ∈ {Fn2 → F2}|f (0) = 0, degree(f ) ≤ d < n}
has the trivial 1-local constraint (0n; {0}), but is not 2d − 1-locally testable ([2]). To rule out this trivial constraint, we
introduce the notion of strong local constraint by slightly modifying the notion of local constraint. We say that a constraint
C = (x1, . . . , xk; V ) is strong if for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, xi ≠ 0. We show that a single strong local constraint is sufficient to
characterize the local testability of a linear-invariant Boolean function family, and that for any finite field F of size q greater
than 2, there exists a linear-invariant function familyF over F such that it has a strong 2-local constraint, but is not q
d
q−1−1-
locally testable, fromwhich we know that the two notions ‘‘local constraint’’ and ‘‘strong local constraint’’ are different, and
that the characterization of locally testable linear-invariant function families over a finite field F depends on the properties
of the field F.
The positive results are achieved by a better understanding of the mathematical structures of linear/affine-invariant
families by introducing newnotions of the p-adic representation, and the p-adic degree. In addition, we associate precisely the
constraints and characterizations of function families with the dimensions of their domains, and study the total expansion
of functions of low dimension in higher dimension spaces. The negative results are achieved by introducing a new coding
scheme, themodular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes. This is a coding scheme associated with some typical linear-invariant
function families. It is completely different from the (generalized) Reed–Muller codes. Fortunately, it still has some nice
structural properties similar to that of the standard Reed–Muller codes. The point is that a basis of a linear-invariant
family corresponds to a generator matrix of the modular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes, and that the rank of the matrix
essentially represents the locality of constraints and testability. The proof for the negative results provides a rare and
successful methodology to prove more negative results for characterizing the locally testable algebraic properties.
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2, we introduce ourmain results and themethods. In Section 3, we show that
the locally testable affine-invariant families over prime fields can be characterized by constraints. In Section 4, we show that
the linear-invariant families over the Boolean field can be characterized by strong constraints, and that for any finite field F
of size q greater than 2, there exists a linear-invariant function family F over F such that it has a strong 2-local constraint,
but is not q
d
q−1−1-locally testable. In Section 5, we characterize the linear-invariant families over prime fields by the notion
of characterization. In Section 6, we generalize our positive results to the case of functions over extension fields. In Section 7,
we propose some further research problems based on this research.
2. Theorems and methods
We denote by F a finite field with characteristic p and |F| = q = ps. Denote by K an extension field of F with
|K| = Q = qt . For a positive integer n, let [n] be the integer set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For an integer vector d = (d1, . . . , dn)
and variables x = (x1, . . . , xn), let xd be the monomial xd11 · · · xdnn . The degree of xd is defined to be deg(xd) =
n
i=1 di. For
a polynomial f =d cdxd, define the support of f , sup(f ), to be the set of monomials with cd ≠ 0. Define the support of a
familyF as sup(F ) = 
f∈F
sup(f ). For two functions f , g , let f ◦ g(·) = f (g(·)). The distance between f and g is defined by
δ(f , g) = Prx[f (x) ≠ g(x)]. f is δ-close to a familyF if there exists a g ∈ F such that δ(f , g) ≤ δ, and δ-far otherwise.
Let Fn ⊆ {Dn → F} be a family of functions in n variables, each of which varies over domain D. Let F = {Fn}n be a set
of families that have a certain property. We define the local testability of families and properties as follows.
Definition 2.1 (k-Local Testability). For a positive integer k, real numbers 0 < δ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ε1 < ε2 ≤ 1:
(1) We say that a function family Fn is (k, δ, ε1, ε2)-locally testable if there exists a probabilistic algorithm that queries
the value of a given function f on at most k inputs (possibly adaptively), and accepts every f ∈ Fn with probability at least
1− ε1, and every f that is δ-far fromFn with probability at most 1− ε2.
(2) We say thatF = {Fn}n is k-locally testable, if there exist 0 < δ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ε1 < ε2 ≤ 1 such that for every n,Fn is
(k, δ, ε1 + o(1), ε2 + o(1))-locally testable, where o(1) goes to zero as n →∞.
This definition allows adaptive queries and two-sided errors. For non-adaptive test (the locations of queries are
independent of the function f that is being tested) and perfect completeness test (the case that the algorithm accepts every
function f ∈ Fn with probability 1), Ben-Sasson et al. [7] established a useful relationship between these specific tests and
the general test in the case that whenF is linear, meaning that forF = {Fn}n,Fn is linear for every n. In this case, we have:
Lemma 2.2 ([7] Theorem 3.3). Let F = {Fn}n be a linear property having a two-sided error adaptive (k, δ, ε1, ε2)-local test,
then it has a non-adaptive (k, δ, 0, ε2 − ε1)-local test.
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Remark. According to Lemma 2.2, for a linear propertyF , to show that it is not k-locally testable, we only need to show that
it is not k-locally testable by a non-adaptive, and perfect completeness test. Conversely, to show that it is k-locally testable,
it suffices to show that it can be k-locally tested by a non-adaptive, perfect completeness test with ε2 − ε1 = Ω(δ).
In our paper, we need a useful notion introduced by Kaufman and Sudan, which we state below. We say that a k-local
formal characterization given bym, l1, . . . , lk, V is 2-ary independent if for every i ∈ {2, . . . , k}, l1 is linearly independent of
li. For such characterization, we have:
Proposition 2.3. If an affine-invariant familyF has a k-local formal characterization, then it also has a 2-ary independent k-local
formal characterization.
Proof. By definition. 
The intuition for Proposition 2.3 is that we only have to add one more coefficient 1 to each linear transformation li
(corresponding to the constant vector in the affine transformation) in the original formal characterization.
Theorem 2.4 ([21] Theorem 2.10). Let F be a linear-invariant family which has a 2-ary independent k-local formal
characterization. Then F is k-locally testable. That is, for every f ∈ F , the linear-invariant test always accepts f , and for any
δ-far f , it rejects with probability at leastmin{ δ2 , 1(2k+1)(k−1) }.
To deal with the transformations of functions over different spaces of different dimensions, we introduce the following
notions.
Definition 2.5 (Linear and Affine Span). Let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be a function family. Define the span of F over F to be
SPANF(F ) = {i αifi|αi ∈ F, fi ∈ F }. Define the linear span of F over F, L-SPANF(F ), to be the smallest linear-invariant
family that containsF . Similarly, define the affine span of F over F, A-SPANF(F ), to be the smallest affine-invariant family
that contains F . For simplicity, if F is clear from the context, we omit the subscript and write SPAN(F ), L-SPAN(F ) and
A-SPAN(F ) respectively.
Definition 2.6 (Restriction and Expansion). Let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be a linear-invariant family. For any positive integer l < n,
the l-dimension restriction ofF , denoted byF |l, is defined byF |l = {f ◦ L|f ∈ F , L : Kl → Kn is linear}. LetF ⊆ {Kn → F}
be a linear-invariant family. For any integer l ≥ n, the l-dimension linear expansion of F , denoted by F |lL, is given by
F |lL = SPAN{f ◦ L|f ∈ F , L : Kl → Kn is linear}. Similarly, let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be an affine-invariant family, for integer
l ≥ n, define the l-dimension affine expansion ofF to beF |lA = SPAN{f ◦ A|f ∈ F , A : Kl → Kn is affine}.
By definition, it is easy to see that F |l is linear-invariant and F |lL (resp. F |lA) is also linear-(resp. affine-) invariant. We
generalize the linear and affine span to the domain of higher dimensions.
Definition 2.7. LetF ⊆ {Kn → F} be a family of functions. For any integer l ≥ n, define the linear span of F on Kl over F,
denoted by LKl-SPANF(F ), to beF
′|lL, whereF ′ = L-SPAN(F ). Similarly, define the affine span of F on Kl over F, denoted
by AKl-SPANF(F ), to be F
′|lA, where F ′ = A-SPAN(F ). If K and F are clear from the context, we write Ll-SPAN(F ) and
Al-SPAN(F ) for LKl-SPANF(F ) and AKl-SPANF(F ), respectively.
Note that for l = n, Ll-SPAN(F ) is exactly L-SPAN(F ), and Al-SPAN(F ) is A-SPAN(F ).
Now we describe our main theorems, including both positive and negative results.
Let F be a field with characteristic p and |F| = q = ps. Let K be the extension field of Fwith size |K| = Q = qt . Then we
show that:
Theorem 2.8. Let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be an affine-invariant family having a k-local constraint. Then F is k′-locally testable with
k′ = k 2Qp Q 2Qp +4. Specifically, there exists a k′-local test which accepts every f ∈ F with probability 1, and rejects an f that is
δ-far fromF with probabilitymin{ δ2 , 1(2k′+1)(k′−1) }.
Theorem 2.9. Let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be a linear-invariant family having a k-local characterization. Then F is k′-locally testable
with k′ = 2k 2Qp Q 4( Qp +1). Specifically, there exists a k′-local test which accepts every f ∈ F with probability 1, and rejects f which
is δ-far fromF with probabilitymin{ δ2 , 1(2k′+1)(k′−1) }.
If K = F is a prime field and k = O(1), then the family F in both Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 has a poly(Q )-local test. The
proofs of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 give some nice characterizations of locally testable linear- and affine-invariant families. In
fact, we have:
Theorem 2.10. Let F be a prime field of size q andF ⊆ {Fn → F} be an affine-invariant family. Then the following statements
are equivalent with each other:
(1) F is poly(k, q)-locally testable;
(2) F has a poly(k, q)-local characterization;
(3) F has a poly(k, q)-local constraint; and
(4) F has a poly(k, q)-local formal characterization.
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Theorem 2.11. Let F be a prime field of size q and F ⊆ {Fn → F} be a linear-invariant family. Then the following statements
are equivalent with each other:
(1) F is poly(k, q)-locally testable;
(2) F has a poly(k, q)-local characterization; and
(3) F has a poly(k, q)-local formal characterization.
It is an important open problem to extend the characterization theorems to function families over general fields. Another
interesting question is thatwhether the two characterization theorems above (in the case of prime fields) could be improved
such that the localities are independent of the characteristic q. On the negative side, in the case of general fields, Grigorescu,
Kaufman and Sudan [15] proved that there is an affine-invariant family mapping F2t to F2 having 8-local constraints, but
no o(t)-local characterizations, and hence no o(t)-local tests. It seems that some dependence on K is necessary when we
translate constraints to characterizations, but there is no explicit evidence showing that it also holds for prime fields and for
the case of K = F.
Comparing Theorem 2.11 with Theorem 2.10, we note that there is a missing characterization by local constraints for
linear-invariant families (in Theorem 2.11). The reason is that for linear-invariant constraints, we do not have a lower
bound of locality similar to that for the affine-invariant families. So it is a natural question that whether a single strong
constraint is sufficient to characterize a linear-invariant family. We investigate this problem here. Recall that the family
F = {f ∈ {Fn2 → F2}|f (0) = 0, degree(f ) ≤ d < n} has the trivial 1-local constraint (0n; {0}) but is not 2d − 1-locally
testable, giving a counterexample for the case of simple constraint. Let Fˆn = {f : Fn2 → F2|f (0) = 0}. We say that a
linear-invariant familyFn ⊆ {Fn2 → F2} is nontrivial ifFn ≠ Fˆn andFn ≠ {Fn2 → F2}. First, we have:
Theorem 2.12 (Characterizing Boolean Function Families). LetFn ⊆ {Fn2 → F2} be a linear-invariant family.
(1) If Fn has a strong k-local constraint, then it is O(k)-locally testable, furthermore, there exists a O(k)-local test accepting
every f ∈ Fn with probability 1, while rejecting f which is δ-far fromFn with probability at leastmin{ δ2 ,Ω( 1k2 )}.
(2) For any nontrivial linear-invariant familyFn ⊆ {Fn2 → F2}, and any integer k,Fn is poly(k)-locally testable if and only if
Fn has a strong poly(k)-local constraint.
However, for function families over a finite field of size q > 2, it is impossible to characterize the local testability of linear
invariance by even the notion of the strong local constraints.
Theorem 2.13 (Strong Constraint vs Locally Testable Function Family). Let F be a finite field of size q > 2. Then there exists a
linear-invariant familyFn ⊆ {Fn → F} satisfying
(1) Fn has a strong 2-local constraint, and
(2) Fn is not q
d
q−1−1-locally testable, where d is the greatest degree of polynomials inFn.
Remark. The lower bound on the locality in Theorem 2.13 is close to the trivial upper bound qn, since d can be chosen to
follow nwithin a distance at most q−1. In this case, we have thatFn is not q
(1−o(1))n
q−1 -locally testable, where o(1) is a number
going to zero as n →∞.
The theorems in the present paper provide an algebraic method to study the query complexity of various locally testable
codes. For instance, by using Theorem2.12(1), an easy algebraic argument has already built an almost tight query complexity
for the local testers of the classical Reed–Muller codes.
Overview of our methods. Before proving the theorems, we outline the technical contributions of this paper.
(1) p-adic degree. (We remark that Kaufman and Sudan [21] has used this degree representation in the proof of their
monomial spreading lemma.) What we find here is that this is a general notion which can be used to refine and analyze
structures for various families. A technical point of [21] is the linear-invariance degree. It is defined to be the largest degree
of the functions inF , forwhich there is at least onemonomial having the samedegreemoduleQ−1, but it is not inF . This is a
weak estimator of the locality of formal characterization in the sense that even a family with large linear-invariance degree
could have a formal characterization of very small locality. The reason for such a case is that even if F has large degree
functions, it may have few functions in their linear and affine span. For example, for f (x) = x Qp , since for any x, y ∈ K,
(x + y) Qp = x Qp + y Qp , in the linear and affine span of f , except constants, no any other monomial with degree less than Qp
appears. This suggests that themonomials having degree pi on every individual variable play a different role from those that
do not have the regular degree as above. Intuitively, the family containing the lattermonomials is larger than that containing
only the former monomials. Therefore, we introduce a new notion, the p-adic degree, to build the upper and lower bounds
for formal characterizations and constraints (characterizations), by usingwhichwe can prove better locality bounds for local
tests.
We define the p-adic degree of a monomial to be the summation of the coefficients in the p-adic representation of the
degree of variables, and the p-adic degree on the j-th level to be the summation of those coefficients associated with pj (see
Definition 3.1 below). A key observation is that, for a fixed degree and a monomial m, the larger the p-adic degree of m
is, the more monomials are contained in the support of the linear/affine span of m. By the monomial extraction lemma,
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such monomials (in the case of K = F) or their traces (in the case of K ≠ F) consist of the bases of the linear/affine
span of m. To understand the notion, we look at a simple example. Let K = F, p = 3, q = p2 = 9. The L-SPAN(x5y2)
contains all the monomials on x, y of degree exactly 7, but the L-SPAN(x6y) does not contain x5y2 in its support, and is just a
subset of L-SPAN(x5y2); the A-SPAN(x8y) contains all the monomials on x, y of degree within 9, but the A-SPAN(x6y3) only
contains x3, y3, x6, y6, x3y3, x9, y9, x6y3, x3y6 in its support. Moreover, the definition of local constraints implies that a large
function family requires constraints on large locality. We show that the p-adic degree bounds the locality of constraints,
characterizations and formal characterizations, which leads to our main results.
(2) Extending monomials to high dimensional domain. We associate the constraints and characterizations precisely with
the number of variables on which a family is defined, since a family having a characterization of small locality does not
necessarily have that small locality on high dimensional domain. However, we know that the affine span of amonomial with
a large number of variables does not have any constraint of small locality.We show thatmany othermonomials with a small
number of variables have the same affine span on high dimensional domain if they have similar p-adic degree structures,
and so their affine span cannot have constraints of small locality neither. This is the reason why we can improve Kaufman
and Sudan’s results even if K is a prime field, in which case the p-adic degree is exactly the general degree.
(3) The modular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes. In the last paragraphs, we mentioned that the affine span of a monomial
with a large number of variables does not have any constraint of small locality, which is an obstacle to give lower bounds for
locality of constraints on linear-invariant families. To remove this obstacle, we introduce a new coding scheme, themodular
homogeneous Reed–Muller Codes, which is associated with the linear-invariant families naturally. This procedure is similar
to the one where we associate the affine-invariant families with the traditional generalized Reed–Muller codes.
A crucial point is that a basis of a linear-invariant family corresponds to a generator matrix of the modular homogeneous
Reed–Muller codes, and that the linear dependency and independency of columns of the matrix essentially represents the
locality of constraints and testability. This observation allows us to prove a structural lemma (Lemma 4.9) of the modular
homogeneous Reed–Muller codes. Lemma 4.9 implies that the given family in Theorem 2.13 has the dual of a large BCH
code as a sub-code corresponding to the matrix H . Simultaneously, it is also a sub-code of the dual of a small BCH code
corresponding to matrix H˜ . Based on this, and by the dual weight analysis, we show that the first property leads to the
nonexistence of small locality of strong constraint when q > 2, and that the second property implies that a codeword in the
large BCH code attacks any local test of small locality forFn. This gives the intuition of Theorem 2.13.
3. Constraints on affine-invariant families
In this section, we consider the case of K = F. We show that the affine-invariant families can be characterized by
constraints, and prove Theorem 2.10.
First, we introduce the p-adic degree. By using this, we will build the upper and lower bounds on the locality of formal
characterizations and constraints.
Definition 3.1. Letm = cdxd be a monomial in {Fn → F}, where d = (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1}n. For every i ∈ [n], let
di = di0 + di1p+ · · · + di,s−1ps−1. Define the p-adic degree ofm to be dch(m) =ni=1s−1j=0 dij. For every j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1},
define the p-adic degree on the j-th level of m to be dch,j(m) = ni=1 dij. For a function f , the p-adic degree of f is defined to
be dch(f ) = max{dch(m)|m ∈ sup(f )}. For a familyF , the p-adic degree ofF is defined to be dch(F ) = max{dch(f )|f ∈ F }.
First, we have a useful property about the p-adic degree.
Proposition 3.2. Let m be a monomial with n variables, and m′ be any other monomial. If dch(m) < dch(m′), then for any l ≥ n,
m′ ∉ Ll-SPAN(m).
Proof. Let m = xd, in which x = (x1, . . . , xn) and d = (d1, . . . , dn). Let di = di0 + di1p + · · · + di,s−1ps−1. Then we have
m = s−1j=0 ni=1(xpji )dij . Note that for each j ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1} and for all x, y ∈ K, (x + y)pj = xpj + ypj . For any linear map
L : Kl → Kn, every monomial in the support ofm ◦ L is a product of a series of xpji ’s, whose number is at most dch(m). Since
each xp
j
i contributes at most one for dch(m ◦ L), for everym′ ∈ Ll-SPAN(m), dch(m′) ≤ dch(m). 
3.1. Structural properties
For monomials extracting, variables attaching, and monomials spreading, we give some basic facts, which will be used
in our proof.
Basic Property 3.3 (Monomial Extraction Lemma). For every function f : Fn → F, if a monomial m ∈ sup(f ), then m ∈ L-
SPAN(f ).
Proof. Let f (x1, . . . , xn) = d cdxd and m = cexe, where d = (d1, . . . , dn) and e = (e1, . . . , en) are vectors in{0, . . . , q− 1}n.
If q = 2, then the monomials in sup(f ) are multilinear with coefficient 1. Suppose that m has the least degree in sup(f )
(ties are broken arbitrarily). The transformation which sets the variables that do not appear inm to be 0 transforms f tom.
That meansm ∈ L-SPAN(f ). Let f ′ = f −m, f ′ ∈ L-SPAN(f ). By induction, each monomial in sup(f ) belongs to L-SPAN(f ).
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Otherwise, q > 2. Let F∗ = F \ {0}. We consider the following transformation.
(α1,...,αn)∈F∗
α
e1
1 · · ·αenn · f (α−11 x1, . . . , α−1n xn) =

(α1,...,αn)∈F∗

(d1,...,dn)∈{0,...,q−1}n
c(d1,...,dn) · αe1−d11 · · ·αen−dnn · xd11 · · · xdnn
= (−1)n · c(e1,...,en) · xe11 · · · xenn
= (−1)n ·m.
The second equation depends on the fact that, when |F∗| > 1,αi∈F∗ αei−dii = −1 if ei = di, and 0 otherwise. 
Basic Property 3.4. Let x, y be disjoint sets of variables. If a monomialm = xd has a monomialm′ in its linear (affine) span,
then the monomialm · ye has the monomialm′ · ye in its linear (affine) span.
Proof. By Definition 2.5, this property follows easily. 
Lemma 3.5. Let m = xd and m′ = xe be two monomials mapping from Fn to F. If for every j ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}, dch,j(m′) ≤
dch,j(m), then the following properties hold:
1. m′ ∈ A-SPAN(m); and
2. m′ · ydeg(m)−deg(m′) ∈ Ln+1-SPAN(m).
Proof. The first part follows by setting y = 1 in the second part. So we only prove the second one. Let d = (d1, . . . , dn) and
e = (e1, . . . , en). For every i ∈ [n], let di = di0 + di1p+ · · · + di,s−1ps−1 and ei = ei0 + ei1p+ · · · + ei,s−1ps−1.
First, we show that the p-adic degrees can be easily transferred from one variable to another. If we adjust the p-adic
degree on the same level, the monomial keeps in the linear span. Let x, y ∈ K be two variables. Let a, b be two integers in
{0, . . . , q − 1} and a = s−1j=0 ajpj, b = s−1j=0 bjpj. We have that, for any k ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1} such that ak > 0, xa−pkyb+pk
∈ L-SPAN(xayb). To see this, consider the support of (x+ y)ayb. Let S ⊆ {0, . . . , s− 1} be the set of indices satisfying aj > 0
if j ∈ S. Note that (x+ y)ayb = xayb +j∈S ajxa−pjyb+pj + P(x, y), where P(x, y) is a polynomial of x, y, in which the p-adic
degree on x is less than (
s−1
j=0 aj)− 1. Since ak ≠ 0, by Basic Property 3.3, xa−pkyb+pk ∈ L-SPAN(xayb).
Moreover, by Basic Property 3.4, we rearrange the p-adic degree of m one by one on each level to get m′ · ydeg(m)−deg(m′)
in the linear span ofm (on Kn+1). Formally, for each j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}, we consider the following two cases:
Case 1: dch,j(m) > dch,j(m′). Let l ∈ [n] be an integer such that dlj > elj. By the argument above and by Basic Property 3.4,
we know thatm · ( yxl )p
j ∈ Ln+1-SPAN(m). By induction on (dlj − elj), we have thatm · ( yxl )(dlj−elj)p
j ∈ Ln+1-SPAN(m).
Case 2: dch,j(m) = dch,j(m′). If for every l ∈ [n], dlj = elj, we do nothing. Otherwise, there exist l1, l2 ∈ [n] such that dl1j > el1j
and dl2j < el2j. By the same reason as that in the proof in case 1, we know that m · (
xl2
xl1
)p
j ∈ L-SPAN(m). By induction, we
can remove all the gaps between dlj and elj for all l ∈ [n].
By implementing the two cases alternately, we know thatm′ · ydeg(m)−deg(m′) ∈ Ln+1-SPAN(m). 
An immediate consequence of the lemma is:
Corollary 3.6. Let m = xd and m′ = xe be two monomials mapping from Fn to F. Then, L-SPAN(m) = L-SPAN(m′) if and only
if for every j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}, dch,j(m′) = dch,j(m).
Proof. If L-SPAN(m) = L-SPAN(m′), we have deg(m) = deg(m′), and by Proposition 3.2, dch(m) = dch(m′). Suppose that
j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1} is the minimum index such that dch,j(m) ≠ dch,j(m′). Without loss of generality, dch,j(m) > dch,j(m′). This
implies thatm ∉ L-SPAN(m′), a contradiction.
Otherwise, then for every j ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}, dch,j(m′) = dch,j(m), by Lemma 3.5, m′ ∈ A-SPAN(m). In addition,
deg(m) = deg(m′), which implies that m′ ∈ L-SPAN(m). Symmetrically, m ∈ L-SPAN(m′), and hence L-SPAN(m) = L-
SPAN(m′). 
By the proof above, Corollary 3.6 is also true for the case of affine span. To better understand the role of p-adic degree in
the linear-invariant families, we need the following:
Definition 3.7. Let m = cdxd, and for every i ∈ [n], di = di0 + di1p + . . . + di,s−1ps−1, where d = (d1, . . . , dn). Define the
total expansion of m, denoted by ex(m), to be the monomial
n
u=1
s−1
v=0
du,v
w=1
xp
v
u,v,w.
Note that the number of variables in ex(m) is exactly dch(m). We have:
Lemma 3.8. Let m = xd and dch(m) = dch. Then Ldch-SPAN(m) = L-SPAN(ex(m)) and Adch-SPAN(m) = A-SPAN(ex(m)).
Proof. We regardm as amonomial on dch(m) variables. By Definition 3.7, for each j ∈ {0, . . . , s−1}, dch,j(m) = dch,j(ex(m)).
The lemma follows from Corollary 3.6. 
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3.2. Upper bounds on the locality of formal characterizations
In this section, we build the relationship between the p-adic degree and the locality of formal characterizations. Our
analysis is for linear-invariant families, which is also valid for affine-invariant families.
Lemma 3.9. Let F ⊆ {Fn → F} be a linear-invariant family with dch(F ) = dch. Suppose that a function f : Fn → F is not in
F . If n ≥ 2dchp + 3, then there exists a linear transformation L : Fn−1 → Fn, such that f ◦ L ∉ F |n−1.
Proof. Let m = xd11 . . . xdnn be a monomial satisfying m ∈ sup(f ) but m ∉ F . (We omit the coefficient of m to simplify our
expression.) For two integers a, b ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, let a = a0 + a1p + . . . + as−1ps−1, b = b0 + b1p + . . . + bs−1ps−1, we
say that a+ b takes no carry if for any j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}, aj + bj < p. We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: There are i, j ∈ [n], i ≠ j, such that di + dj takes no carry. Without loss of generality, let i = n− 1 and j = n. Define
a linear map from Fn−1 to Fn to be Lα,β(x1, . . . , xn−1) = (x1, . . . , xn−2, αxn−1, βxn−1). It suffices to show that for some
α, β ∈ F, f ◦ Lα,β ∉ F |n−1. Let ct be the coefficient of the monomial xd11 . . . xdn−1+dn−tn−1 xtn in f . Let m′ = xd11 . . . xdn−2n−2 xdn−1+dnn−1 .
Then the coefficient ofm′ in f ◦ Lα,β(x1, . . . , xn−1) is r(α, β) =dn−1+dnt=0 ctαdn−1+dn−tβ t . Since cdn ≠ 0, there must be some
α, β ∈ F such that r(α, β) ≠ 0. For such α, β ,m′ ∈ sup(f ◦ Lα,β). Note that for every j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}, dch,j(m) = dch,j(m′),
by Corollary 3.6, we know thatm ∈ Ln-SPAN(m′), and hencem′ ∉ F |n−1, which means that f ◦ Lα,β ∉ F |n−1.
Case 2: For any i, j ∈ [n], i ≠ j, di+ dj takes at least u(u ≥ 1) carries. So dch(m′) is at least [(p− 1)u+ 1] · n2 − pu. For n ≥ 4,
dch(m′) ≥ ( n2 − 1)p ≥ dch + p2 . But dch(F |n−1) ≤ dch(F ) = dch. By Proposition 3.2, m′ ∉ F |n−1. By the similar reason to
that in case 1, there are α, β ∈ F such that f ◦ Lα,β ∉ F |n−1. 
Lemma 3.10. LetF ⊆ {Fn → F} be a linear-invariant family with dch(F ) = dch. ThenF has a ql-local formal characterization
for l = ⌈ 2dchp ⌉ + 3.
Proof. We only have to prove that, there exist linear transformations l1, . . . , lql , integerm and set V ( Fq
l
, such that f ∈ F
if and only if for any x1, . . . , xm ∈ Fn, ⟨f (y1), . . . , f (yql)⟩ ∈ V , where yi = li(x1, . . . , xm) for i ∈ [ql]. Letm = l and l1, . . . , lql
run over the space Fl. Denote by xj = (xj1, . . . , xjn) for j ∈ [l]. Then it suffices to show that, for any x1, . . . , xl ∈ Fn, V
is non-trivial subspace of Fq
l
, where V = {⟨f (z1), . . . , f (zql)⟩|f ∈ F , x′ ∈ Fl, zi = ⟨zi1, . . . , zin⟩, in which zij is the inner
product of ⟨x1i, . . . , xli⟩ and x′}. This means that f ∈ F if and only if for any linear map L : Fl → Fn, f ◦ L ∈ F |l.
If f ∈ F , by Definition 2.6, for every linear map L : Fl → Fn, f ◦ L is certainly in F |l. For the other direction, if f ∉ L,
by Lemma 3.9, we can find a linear transformation L1 : Fn−1 → Fn such that f ◦ L1 ∉ F |n−1 if n ≥ 2dchp + 3. Since F |n−1
preserves linear-invariance, we proceed by induction on n − l to find a linear transformation Ln−1 : Fl → Fn such that
f ◦ Ln−l ∉ F |l. 
Remark. We note that Lemma 3.10 is also true for affine-invariant families.
3.3. Lower bounds on the locality of constraints for affine-invariant families
We show that an affine-invariant family with large p-adic degree cannot have constraints with small locality. Recall
Definition 3.7, where we amplify the dimension of the domain of monomialm as large as possible. We prove that on such a
large domain, any small range of projection cannot form a non-trivial subspace. We will use a lower bound of the locality of
A-SPAN(
l
i=1 xi) by Kasami, Lin and Peterson [18].
Proposition 3.11 ([18]). The class of degree l polynomials on l variables, that is, A-SPAN(
l
i=1 xi), has no constraints of locality
q⌊
l
q ⌋.
Consider affine span in the space of higher dimension, we have:
Lemma 3.12. Let F ⊆ {Fn → F} be an affine-invariant family having a k-local constraint. Then Adch-SPAN(F ) has a k-local
constraint.
Proof. Let (x1, . . . , xk; V ) be a k-local constraint on F and z1, . . . , zk be k vectors from Fdch . For each i ∈ [k], let xi =
(xi1, . . . , xin) and zi = (zi1, . . . , zi,dch). Then we show that, if for every i ∈ [k] and j ∈ [n], zij = xij holds, then (z1, . . . , zk; V )
is a k-local constraint on Adch-SPAN(F ).
For an arbitrarily given f ∈ Adch-SPAN(F ), there exist a collection of fj’s from F , a collection of cj’s from F and a set of
affine transformations Aj’s from {Fdch → Fn}, such that
f (z) =

j
cj · fj ◦ Aj(z).
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For each j, let Aj(z) = Lj(z)+bj, where Lj is a linear transformation from Fdch → Fn, and bj is a constant vector in Fn. Consider
Lj as two submatrices (Aj, Bj), where Aj has size n× n and Bj has size n× (dch − n). Consider vector z as two parts zA and zB,
where zA contains the first n variables and zB contains the others. Then we have that
f (z) =

j
cj · fj(Lj · z + bj)
=

j
cj · fj(Aj · zA + (Bj · zB + bj)).
For each zi, we split it into zi,A and zi,B as above. Note that zi,A = xi for each i ∈ [k], we have that
f (zi) =

j
cj · fj(Aj · xi + (Bj · zi,B + bj)).
Since (x1, . . . , xk; V ) is a k-local constraint on F and F is affine-invariant, no matter what zi,B’s are, we have that
⟨f (z1), . . . , f (zk)⟩ ∈ V . The lemma follows. 
Then we have the lower bound as follows.
Lemma 3.13. Let F ⊆ {Fn → F} be an affine-invariant family with dch(F ) = dch. Then F has no ql-local constraints for
l ≤ dch−qq .
Proof. First, we show that a permutation over Fn does not change the locality of constraints.
Let F1 ⊆ {Fn → F} be a family that has no k-local constraints. Let g : Fn → Fn be a permutation. That is, for any
x1, x2 ∈ Fn, if x1 ≠ x2, then g(x1) ≠ g(x2). LetF2 be a family satisfying that for every f ∈ F1, f ◦ g ∈ F2. We show thatF2
has no k-local constraints.
Assume toward a contradiction that F2 has a k-local constraint (x1, . . . , xk; V ). By definition, for every f ∈ F2,
⟨f (x1), . . . , f (xk)⟩ ∈ V . Then for every f ′ ∈ F1, ⟨f ′ ◦ g(x1), . . . , f ′ ◦ g(xk)⟩ ∈ V . Since g(x1), . . . , g(xk) are pairwise distinct,
we know that (g(x1), . . . , g(xk); V ) is a k-local constraint onF1, which is a contradiction.
Let m be a monomial in F such that dch(m) = dch. By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12, it suffices to show that A-SPAN(ex(m)) has
no ql-local constraints if l ≤ dch−qq .
Note that for any (i1, . . . , idch) ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}dch , the mapping from Fdch to Fdch , g(x1, . . . , xdch) = (xp
i1
1 , . . . , x
idch
dch
), is a
permutation. By Proposition 3.11, A-SPAN(ex(m)) has no q⌊
dch
q ⌋-local constraints, and hence no q
dch−q
q -local constraints. 
3.4. Combining the upper and lower bounds together
By combining Lemmas3.10 and3.13 together,we give the characterization of the locally testable affine-invariant families.
To complete this proof, we define the linear-invariant test.
Definition 3.14 (Linear-Invariant Test). For a family F which has a k-local formal characterization (l1, . . . , lk; V ), given a
function f ∈ {Kn → F}, pick x1, . . . , xm from Kn uniformly at random. Accept if and only if ⟨f (y1), . . . , f (yk)⟩ ∈ V , where
yi = li(x1, . . . , xm) for all i ∈ [k].
Now we are ready to prove our main result. First we have:
Lemma 3.15. Let F ⊆ {Fn → F} be an affine-invariant family with a k-local constraint. Then it has a k′-local formal
characterization, and hence is k′-locally testable, for k′ = k 2qp q 2qp +4. Furthermore, there is a tester which accepts all functions
inF with probability 1 and rejects δ-far function with probabilitymin{ δ2 , 1(2k′+1)(k′−1) }.
Proof. Let dch be the p-adic degree of F . By Lemma 3.13, if F has a k-local constraint, then k > q
dch−q
q . On the other hand,
by Lemma 3.10, F has a k′-local formal characterization for k′ ≤ q⌈ 2dchp ⌉+3. Combining these two bounds, we have that
k′ ≤ k 2qp q 2qp +4. Since a k′-local formal characterization on affine-invariant family F implies a 2-ary independent k′-local
formal characterization, we conclude thatF is k′-locally testable by Theorem 2.4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8 in the case of K = F. The proof for the case of K ⊇ Fwill be given in Section 6.
Finally, we prove Theorem 2.10.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. (1)⇒ (2): Suppose that a poly(k, q)-local test T testsF efficiently. Pick all the tuples of poly(k, q)
localities each of which is queried by T with positive probability. The corresponding poly(k, q)-local constraints are
composed to give a poly(k, q)-local characterization.
(2)⇒ (3) follows from the definition of local characterizations.
(3)⇒ (4) and (4)⇒ (1) follow from Lemma 3.15. 
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4. Constraints on linear-invariant families
In this section, we show that a single strong constraint is sufficient to characterize the locally testable linear-invariant
function families over the Boolean field, and that for any q > 2, and any field F of size q, there exists a linear-invariant
function familyF such that it has a single strong constraint, but it is not locally testable.
The following lemma gives us the structure of the support of linear span of a monomial.
Lemma 4.1. Let m = x1 · · · xd be a monomial whose degree on each variable is one, where 1 ≤ d ≤ n. Then the support of
Ln-SPAN(m) consists of all the monomials which have degree d′ satisfying both (i) and (ii) below:
(i) 1 ≤ d′ ≤ d, and
(ii) d′ ≡ dmod(q− 1).
Proof. Note that Ln-SPAN(m) is in fact the linear-invariant function family which is generated by m. Suppose that m′ =
xd11 · · · xdnn is a monomial of degree d′ that satisfies both (i) and (ii). Define a linear transformation Lmapping any di variables
among x1, . . . , xd to xi for i ∈ [n− 1] and the rest to xn, then L is a linear transformation such thatm′ = m ◦ L.
On the other hand, if a monomial m′ has degree d′ = 0 or larger than d, then we know that m′ ∉ sup(Ln-SPAN(m)). If
(q− 1) - (d− d′), then m′ ∉ sup(Ln-SPAN(m)), because any linear transformation L ensures that the degree of monomials
appearing in sup(m ◦ L) reduces by a multiplication of q− 1.
The lemma follows. 
By Lemma 4.1, to better understand the structure of the linear-span of a monomial, we introduce a new coding scheme.
4.1. Modular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes
We define the modular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes as follows.
Definition 4.2. 1(Modular Homogeneous Reed–Muller Codes). Let Fq be a finite field, and d be a positive integer. We define
the d-th order modular homogeneous Reed–Muller code, denoted byMHRMq(n, d), to be the set of all polynomials spanned by
the monomials of degree d′ in n variables over Fq, for all d′ satisfying the following properties:
(1) 1 ≤ d′ ≤ d, and
(2) d′ ≡ dmod (q− 1).
Recall that the d-th order Reed–Muller code, denoted by RMq(n, d), is the set of all polynomials of degree at most d in
n variables over finite field Fq. The modular homogeneous Reed–Muller code is a subset of the Reed–Muller code obtained
by restricting the degrees of monomials in each codeword by a modular equation, which is different from the existing
generalized Reed–Muller codes. The new coding scheme is devoted to the study of the linear-invariant function families.
We note that the linear-invariant function families are awide range of function familieswhich are deserved to be specifically
investigated.
Note that, each codeword in it takes value 0 on the original. We study the modular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes
with one digit dropped, that is, we consider the codes consisting of only the evaluations of polynomials over Fnq \ {0n}. The
length of the codewords is thusm = qn − 1.
Define the weight of a codeword to be the number of nonzero components contained in the codeword. For simplicity,
we denote by C a d-th order modular homogeneous Reed–Muller code throughout the paper. The dual of C is defined as
C⊥ = {c : ∀c ′ ∈ C, ⟨c, c ′⟩ = 0}, where ⟨c, c ′⟩ is the inner product of c and c ′. Since C is a linear code, we can assume that Gd
is the generator matrix of C . We also define G⊥d to be the generator matrix of C⊥.
Let α be a primitive element of Fqn . Then 1, α, . . . , αn−1 is a basis of Fqn . Therefore every element αj can be written as a
linear combination of the basis. For each j, 0 ≤ j ≤ m− 1, let
αj =
n−1
i=0
aijαi.
Each aij is from Fq, and the vector ⟨a0j, . . . , an−1,j⟩ ∈ Fn represents the element αj in Fqn . By definition of the modular
homogeneous Reed–Muller codes, the following matrix
G1 =

a00 a01 · · · a0,m−1
a10 a11 · · · a1,m−1
...
...
...
an−1,0 an−1,1 · · · an−1,m−1

1 The authors have shown that there exists a tester with query complexity O(l · q2l+1) for l = ⌈ d+(q−1)q−q/p ⌉, which accepts every f ∈ MHRMq(n, d) with
probability 1, and rejects every f ∉ MHRM(n, d)with probability proportional to the distance between f and MHRM(n, d) [26].
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is a generator matrix of the 1st-order modular homogeneous Reed–Muller code, where vi represents the i-th row and the
arrangement of the digits is by the vector representations of αj’s.
For two vectors u = ⟨u0, . . . , um−1⟩, v = ⟨v0, . . . , vm−1⟩, define the product of u and v to be
uv = ⟨u0v0, u1v1, . . . , um−1vm−1⟩.
Then we know that the matrix Gd exactly consists of all the rows of the form v
k0
0 v
k1
1 · · · vkn−1n−1 , where 1 ≤
n−1
i=0 ki ≤ d andn−1
i=0 ki ≡ dmod (q− 1).
Lemma 4.3. C is cyclic.
Proof. Let S be the operation of shifting cyclically one digit to the right. We show that for any codeword v ∈ C , S(v) ∈ C .
Observing that S commutes with addition and multiplication of vectors, that is, S(v1 + v2) = S(v1) + S(v2), S(v1v2) =
S(v1)S(v2), we only have to prove thatMHRMq(n, 1) is cyclic.
Recall that the generator matrix ofMHRMq(n, 1) is
G1 =

a00 a01 · · · a0,m−1
a10 a11 · · · a1,m−1
...
...
...
an−1,0 an−1,1 · · · an−1,m−1
 .
Denote by f (x) = c0 + c1x + · · · + cn−1xn−1 + xn the primitive polynomial over Fq which has α as a root. Then f (α) = 0.
Denote by L the set of sequences generated by the linear shift registerwhose characteristic polynomial is f . That is, a sequence
a0, a1, a2, . . . from Fq is in L if for any given initial state (a ‘‘state’’ is a segment of a continuous n elements) a0, a1, . . . , an−1
and every integer k ≥ n, we have the recurrence equation
ak = −
n−1
i=0
ciak−n+i.
We prove the following two lemmas to understand such sequences.
Lemma 4.4. Every sequence in L is cyclic.
Proof. Let a⃗ = a0, a1, a2, . . . be a sequence in L. By the recurrence equation, each element after the n-th place in a⃗ is only
determined by the last n elements and the coefficients of f . We have at most qn states and there exists at least one state
appearing several times in a⃗. The subsequence starting at that state is cyclic. Let l be the minimum period and k be the
minimum integer such that ak = ak+l. Then we only have to show that k = 0.
Assume that k ≥ 1.
ak+n−1 = ak+n−1+l = −
n−1
i=0
ciak−1+l+i = −c0ak−1+l −
n−1
i=1
ciak−1+l+i.
On the other hand,
ak+n−1 = −
n−1
i=0
ciak−1+i = −c0ak−1 −
n−1
i=1
ciak−1+i.
Comparing the above two equations, since ak−1+l+i = ak−1+i for every i ≥ 1 and c0 ≠ 0, we have ak−1+l = ak−1, which
contradicts the fact that k is the minimum integer such that ak = ak+l. So k = 0. 
Define the period of L, denoted by p(L), as the minimum common period of the sequences in L, and the order of f (x),
denoted by p(f ), as the minimum integer e such that f (x)|(xe − 1).
Lemma 4.5. p(L) = p(f ).
Proof. For each integer k ≥ 0, let sk = (ak, ak+1, . . . , ak+n−1) be the state starting at ak. Define the following matrix
A =

0 0 · · · 0 −c0
1 0 · · · 0 −c1
0 1 · · · 0 −c2
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1 −cn−1
 .
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Note that c0ak−n + c1ak−n+1 + · · · + cn−1ak−1 + ak = 0 for each k ≥ n. Therefore sk+1 = sk · A, and we can verify,
by induction, that sk+i = sk · Ai holds for every i ≥ 0. Since a⃗ is cyclic, Ap(L) = I , where I is the unit matrix. Define
f (A) = c0I + c1A+ · · · + cn−1An−1 + An. For every k ≥ 0,
sk · f (A) = c0 · sk + c1 · skA+ · · · + cn−1 · skAn−1 + skAn
= c0 · sk + c1 · sk+1 + · · · + cn−1 · sk+n−1 + sk+n
= 0.
By the arbitrariness of sk, we know that f (A) = 0. In addition, f (x)|(xp(f ) − 1), that is, f (x) is a factor of xp(f ) − 1. Thus,
Ap(f ) = I . Since p(L) is the least integerm such that Am = I , we have p(L)|p(f ).
By the choice of f , f is in fact the minimal polynomial that generates L. Since L has period p(L), the polynomial xp(L) − 1
can also generate L. So f (x)|(xp(L) − 1) and then p(f )|p(L).
Combining these two sides, p(L) = p(f ). 
Since f is a primitive polynomial over Fq with degree n, p(f ) = qn − 1. By Lemma 4.5, p(L) = qn − 1. Consider the first
n columns of G1. Since {1, α, α2, . . . , αn} is a basis of Fqn , the first n columns of G1 are linearly independent. So the n rows
(of length qn − 1) of G1 form a basis of the code that is generated by the linear shift register with characteristic polynomial
f , and have length exactly p(L). By Lemma 4.4, C is cyclic. 
Denote by g(x) and g⊥(x) the generator polynomials (the minimum polynomials that generate polynomial codes) of C
and C⊥ respectively. Suppose that an integer 0 ≤ e ≤ m has the q-adic representation e = e0+ e1q+· · ·+ en−1qn−1. Define
the q-adic weight of e by D(e) =n−1i=0 ei.
Lemma 4.6 (Roots of Generator Polynomials). αe is a root of g⊥(x) if and only if 1 ≤ D(e) ≤ d and D(e) ≡ dmod(q− 1).
Proof. Weproceedwith the same approach as that in [18]. Let e = e0+e1q+· · ·+en−1qn−1 and 1 ≤ D(e) ≤ d andD(e) ≡ d
mod (q− 1). We consider
(αj)e =

n−1
i=0
aijαi
n−1
k=0
ekqk
=
n−1
k=0

n−1
i=0
aijαi
ekqk
=
n−1
k=0

n−1
i=0
aijαi·q
k
ek
=
n−1
k=0
 
0≤i1,...,iek≤n−1
ai1jai2j · · · aiek j · α(i1+···+iek )·q
k
 .
For each k, ai1j, . . . , aiek j are chosen from a0j, . . . , an−1,j with repetitions. Their products in the expanded form are exactly
all the components of the j-th column of matrix Gd. Denote by blj the component of Gd in the l-th row and the j-th column.
Then we have
(αj)e =

l
bljαhl(e),
where hl(e) is a function that does not depend on j. Suppose that g⊥(x) =m−1j=0 cjxj. Then
g⊥(αe) =
m−1
j=0
cj(αe)j =
m−1
j=0
cj ·

l
bljαhl(e) =

l
αhl(e) ·
m−1
j=0
cj · blj = 0.
Suppose that the number of rows of Gd is t . Then t is exactly the number of all e’s satisfying both 1 ≤ D(e) ≤ d and
D(e) ≡ dmod (q− 1). On the other hand, in coding theory, we have the following well-known property for cyclic codes.
Proposition 4.7. Let C be a cyclic code of length m, and g(x) be the generator polynomial of C. Let C⊥ be the dual of C with
generator polynomial g⊥(x). Then g(x) · g˜⊥(x) = xm − 1, where g˜⊥(x) is the reciprocal polynomial of g⊥(x).
By Proposition 4.7, we know that the degree of g⊥ is exactly the number of rows of Gd. That is, deg(g⊥) = t . Thus, αe is a
root of g⊥(x) if and only if 1 ≤ D(e) ≤ d and D(e) ≡ dmod(q− 1). Lemma 4.6 follows. 
Proposition 4.8 (q-Adic Weight Property). For any two integers a, b, (q− 1)|(a− b) if and only if (q− 1)|(D(a)− D(b)).
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Proof. Let a = a0 + a1q+ · · · + asqs, b = b0 + b1q+ · · · + bsqs for a large enough s. Then
(q− 1)|(a− b) ⇔ (q− 1)|(a0 − b0)+ (a1 − b1)q+ · · · + (as − bs)qs
⇔ (q− 1)|(a0 − b0)+
s
k=1
(ak − bk)(qk − 1)+
s
k=1
(ak − bk)
⇔ (q− 1)|
s
k=0
(ak − bk).
That is, (q− 1)|(a− b)⇔ (q− 1)|(D(a)− D(b)). 
Now we are ready to prove a structural lemma for the modular homogeneous Reed–Muller codes.
Lemma 4.9 ( Structural Lemma). LetFn = MHRMq(n, d), m = qn− 1, d = h(q− 1)+ r, 0 ≤ r < q− 1, α be a primitive root
of Fqn , β = αq−1, γ = αr , t = qh−1q−1 (r + 1) and u = q
n−1
q−1 − 1.
Then the matrices H and H˜ below
H =

1 γ β (γ β)2 · · · (γ β)m−1
1 γ β2 (γ β2)2 · · · (γ β2)m−1
...
...
...
...
1 γ β t (γ β t)2 · · · (γ β t)m−1
 ,
H˜ =

1 γ γ 2 · · · γ m−1
1 γ β (γ β)2 · · · (γ β)m−1
1 γ β2 (γ β2)2 · · · (γ β2)m−1
...
...
...
...
1 γ βu (γ βu)2 · · · (γ βu)m−1

satisfy the following properties: for every positive integer k,
(1) If any k columns in H are F-linearly independent, thenFn has no strong k-local constraint.
(2) If there are k columns in H˜ that are F-linear dependent, thenFn has a strong k-local constraint.
Proof. Dividing d by q−1, h and r are in fact the quotient and remainder respectively. Define s = (q−1)+ (q−1)q+· · ·+
(q− 1)qh−1 + rqh. D(s) = d. For every i = r + (q− 1), r + 2(q− 1), r + 3(q− 1), . . . , s, by Proposition 4.8, we know that
1 ≤ D(i) ≤ d and D(i) ≡ dmod (q− 1). By Lemma 4.6, αi is a root of g⊥(x). So it is implied that for each i defined as above,
there exist n rows in Gd on which the projection of Gd has the form (1, αi, . . . , α(m−1)i), when viewing α and its exponents
as vectors in Fnq .
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.8, we know that all the roots of g⊥(x) are included in the set
{αi|1 ≤ i ≤ qn − 1 and i ≡ r mod (q− 1)}. Let c⃗ = (c0, c1, . . . , cm−1)⊤ be a vector in C⊥. We know that H · c⃗ = 0.
For (1), note that Gd contains all the monomials in Fn. Fn has no strong k-local constraint if and only if the minimum
weight of codewords in C⊥ is at least k+1. If any k-columns in H are F-linearly independent, since H · c⃗ = 0 for any c⃗ ∈ C⊥,
the minimum weight of codewords in C⊥ is larger than k.
For (2), note that Fn has a strong k-local constraint if and only if the minimum weight of codewords in C⊥ is at
most k. Since the set {γ β i|0 ≤ i ≤ u} contains all the roots of g⊥(x), and so contains all the roots of the polynomial
c0 + c1x + · · · + cm−1xm−1 for any (c0, . . . , cm−1) ∈ C⊥, if there exist k columns in H˜ that are F-linear dependent, the
nonzero linear combination of such k columns is just a codeword of weight k in C⊥.
Lemma 4.9 follows. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorems 2.12 and 2.13, for the case of q = 2 and q > 2 respectively.
Proof of Theorem 2.12. The approach of this proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.15. When q = 2, each function f in Fn is
multi-linear. That is, the degree of every single variable is at most one. It is easy to see that the support of Fn consists of
all the monomials which have degree d′ satisfying 1 ≤ d′ ≤ d where d is the highest degree of functions in Fn. That is,
Fn consists of all the polynomials over F2 whose degrees are not greater than d and constant terms are all zero. We just
consider the case that d < n sinceFn is nontrivial in both (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.12.
First, we show that the locality of formal characterization has an upper bound:
Lemma 4.10. Fn has a 2d+1-local formal characterization.
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Proof. It suffices to prove that function f ∈ Fn if and only if for any linear map L : Fd+12 → Fn2, f ◦ L ∈ Fn|d+1, where
Fn|l = {f ◦ L|f ∈ Fn, L : Fl → Fn is linear.}. The ‘‘only if’’ direction is straightforward. For the ‘‘if’’ direction, assume that
f ∉ Fn, then deg(f ) > d. By Basic Property 3.3, there exists a monomial m ∈ sup(f ) such that m ∉ Fn. Suppose that
m = xa11 xa22 · · · xann , where ai ∈ {0, 1} for each i ∈ [n]. Then d <
n
i=1 ai ≤ n. We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: There exists an i ∈ [n] such that ai = 0. Suppose w.l.o.g, that i = n. Define a linear map from Fn−12 to Fn2 to be
Lα,β(x1, . . . , xn−1) = (x1, . . . , xn−2, αxn−1, βxn−1). Let ct be the coefficient of the monomial xa11 . . . xan−1+an−tn−1 xtn in f . Then
the coefficient of m in f ◦ Lα,β(x1, . . . , xn−1) is r(α, β) = an−1+ant=0 ctαan−1+an−tβ t . Since cdn ≠ 0, there must be some
α, β ∈ F2 such that r(α, β) ≠ 0. For such α, β ,m ∈ sup(f ◦ Lα,β). SinceFn|n−1 ⊆ Fn, f ◦ Lα,β ∉ Fn|n−1.
Case 2: For each i ∈ [n], ai = 1. Let m′ = x1 . . . xn−1. By the similar reason to that in Case 1, there are α, β ∈ F2 such that
m′ ∈ sup(f ◦ Lα,β). Note that n− 1 > d, hence f ◦ Lα,β ∉ Fn|n−1.
Based on the two cases above, and the linearity of Fn|n−1, we can prove by induction on n − (d + 1) (down to 0), that
there is a linear transformation L : Fd+12 → Fn2 such that f ◦ L ∉ Fn|d+1. 
Second, we show thatFn has a 2-ary independent (defined in Section 2) 2d+2-local formal characterization.
We know that Ln-SPAN(f ) ⊆ An-SPAN(f ). DefineF ′n = An-SPAN(x1 · · · xd). ThenFn ⊆ F ′n. By the same argument as that
in the proof of Lemma 4.10, we know thatF ′n has a 2d+1-local formal characterization. For the local formal characterizations
and the 2-ary independent local formal characterizations, we need a basic fact:
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that F1 has a k1-local formal characterization, and that F2 = A-SPAN(F1) has a k2-local formal
characterization. ThenF1 has a 2-ary independent (k1 + k2)-local formal characterization.
Proof. It is obvious that F1 ⊆ F2. By Proposition 2.3, we know that F2 has a 2-ary independent k2-local formal
characterization. Suppose that m1, l1, . . . , lk1 , V1 describe the conditions of formal characterization for F1, and that m2,
l′1, . . . , l
′
k2
, V2 witness the 2-ary independent k2-local formal characterization ofF2. Then we show that the characterization
m1 +m2, lˆ′1, . . . , lˆ′k2 , lˆ1, . . . , lˆk1 , Vˆ give a 2-ary independent k1 + k2-local formal characterization forF1, where
lˆ′i(x
′
1, . . . x
′
m2 , x1, . . . , xm1) = l′i(x′1, . . . x′m2),
lˆi(x′1, . . . x′m2 , x1, . . . , xm1) = li(x1, . . . xm1),
⟨α1, . . . , αk2 , β1, . . . , βk1⟩ ∈ Vˆ if and only if ⟨α1, . . . , αk2⟩ ∈ V2 and ⟨β1, . . . , βk2⟩ ∈ V1.
On the one hand, if f ∈ F1, then f ∈ F2. For every x′1, . . . x′m2 , x1, . . . , xm1 , we know that ⟨f (y′1), . . . , f (y′k2), f (y1), . . . , f
(yk1)⟩ ∈ Vˆ , where y′i = l′i(x′1, . . . x′m2) and yi = li(x1, . . . xm1). On the other hand, if f ∉ F1, then there exist x1, . . . , xm1
such that ⟨f (y1), . . .), f (yk1)⟩ ∉ V1. No matter what x′1, . . . x′m2 are, we have ⟨f (y′1), . . . , f (y′k2 , f (y1), . . .), f (yk1)⟩ ∉ Vˆ . The
2-ary independency of the new formal characterization can be verified easily. lˆ′1 is independent of any other lˆ
′
i because of
the independency of l′1 and l
′
i , and it is independent of any other lˆi since they operate on distinct sets of variables. 
By Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, we know thatFn has a 2-ary independent 2d+2-local formal characterization.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.12. In Lemma 4.9, when q = 2, we have β = α, h = d and r = 0.
Since α is a primitive element in Fqn , 1, β, β2, . . . , βm−1 are all the nonzero elements in Fqn . Any t columns in H are
composed to be a strong Vandermonde matrix, and so linearly independent. Thus, Fn has no strong t-local constraint for
t = qh−1q−1 (r + 1) = 2d − 1. On the other hand, since Fn has a strong k-local constraint, we have 2d − 1 < k and hence
d ≤ log k. Thus,Fn has a 2-ary independent k′-local formal characterization for k′ ≤ 4k. Combining this with Theorem 2.4,
the first part follows.
For the second part, note that there is at least one function f ∈ Fˆn (recall that Fˆn = {f : Fn2 → F2|f (0) = 0}), but f ∉ Fn,
and there exists at least one strong constraint (query all the nonzero points) onFn.
For one direction, suppose that a perfect poly(k)-local tester T testsFn efficiently. There exists a tuple of poly(k) locations,
which is queried by T with positive probability, such that after removing the point 0n (if any), the corresponding projection
ofFn is a strong poly(k)-local constraint. The reason is that, assuming that the projection ofFn on any such locations is a full
space, the projection on 0n should be {0} (otherwise, the tester does not need to query such tuple of locations). However,
there is a function f satisfying f (0) = 0, but f ∉ Fn. In the assumed case, f will be accepted by T with probability 1, which
is a contradiction.
The other direction is just the conclusion of the first part. The probability in soundness can be amplified to Ω(δ) by
iterating the test for O(k2) times. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.12.
Next, we prove the result in the case of q > 2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.13. Define Fn = Ln-SPAN(x1 · · · xd), where d is a positive integer satisfying that d < n and (q − 1)|d.
By Lemma 4.1,Fn is exactlyMHRMq(n, d). Then we show thatFn has a strong 2-local constraint, but it is not q
d
q−1−1-locally
testable.
Since (q− 1)|d, we have the parameters defined in Lemma 4.9: d = h(q− 1), r = 0, γ = α0 = 1. The matrix H˜ can be
simplified by
H˜ =

1 1 1 · · · 1
1 β β2 · · · βm−1
1 β2 (β2)2 · · · (β2)m−1
...
...
...
...
1 βu (βu)2 · · · (βu)m−1
 ,
where u = qn−1q−1 − 1.
Note that β = αq−1 and α is a primitive element in Fqn . β i = β j if qn−1q−1 |(i − j), and the sequence 1, β, β2, . . . , βm−1 is
cyclic with period q
n−1
q−1 . For such i, j, the i-th and the j-th columns in H˜ are completely the same. By Lemma 4.9, Fn has a
strong 2-local constraint. We show thatFn is not q
d
q−1−1-locally testable as follows.
Consider the matrix H which is simplified as
H =

1 β β2 · · · βm−1
1 β2 (β2)2 · · · (β2)m−1
...
...
...
...
1 β t (β t)2 · · · (β t)m−1
 ,
where t = qh−1q−1 . The column sequence inH is also cyclic with period q
n−1
q−1 sinceH is a submatrix of H˜ by deleting some rows.
Recall that s = (q− 1)+ (q− 1)q+ · · · + (q− 1)qh−1 = t(q− 1). Let s′ = (q− 1)+ (q− 1)q+ · · · + (q− 1)qh = qh+1− 1
and t ′ = s′q−1 . Since D(s′) = (h + 1)(q − 1) > d and s′ < qn − 1, the element αs
′ = β t ′ is not a root of g⊥(x). Thus, the
vector (1, β t
′
, β2t
′
, . . . , β(m−1)t ′) is not a row in H , but is some row in H˜ . For any t columns in H , denoting by T the set of
the t columns and by I the corresponding set of locations in Fn, we consider the following two cases:
Case 1: Any two distinct columns in T , the i-th and the j-th columns in H , say, satisfy that i − j cannot be divided by qn−1q−1 .
There are t columns in the first q
n−1
q−1 columns in H , denoted by T
′, such that T = T ′, since H is cyclic in columns with period
qn−1
q−1 . Because any t columns T
′ form a strong Vandermonde matrix, they are linearly independent and Fn has no t-local
constraint on I .
For any monomial m which has degree greater than d, we have m ∉ Fn. However, there must exist a function f ∈ Fn
such thatm|I ≡ f |I .m is always accepted by a non-adaptive, perfect local tester if the queries are modular homogeneous in
I . By Lemma 2.2,Fn is not t-locally testable on I .
Case 2:Otherwise, there are twodistinct columns in T , the i-th and j-th columns inH , say, satisfying q
n−1
q−1 |(i−j).Weknow that
these two columns are identical, and the i-th and the j-th columns in H˜ are the same. Noting that (1, β t
′
, β2t
′
, . . . , β(m−1)t ′) is
a row in H˜ but not inH and the coefficients of g⊥ are fromF, whenβ is viewed as a vector inFn, there is a row r⃗ (corresponding
to a function f of degree s′ and f (0) = 0) in (1, β t ′ , β2t ′ , . . . , β(m−1)t ′), such that r⃗ is not a codeword in C , but cyclic with
period q
n−1
q−1 . So the i-th and the j-th components in r⃗ are identical, and the corresponding function f is not in Fn. By the
argument in case 1, we know that there exists a function f ′ ∈ Fn such that f |I ≡ f ′|I , and f is always accepted by a non-
adaptive, perfect local tester when the queries are located on I . By Lemma 2.2,Fn is not t-locally testable on I .
By applying the two cases, by and noting that t = qh−1q−1 ≥ q
d
q−1−1, Theorem 2.13 follows. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.13.
5. Characterizations for linear-invariant families
In Section 4, we show that characterizing a linear-invariant family by a single constraint or characterizing it over non-
Boolean fields by a single strong constraint is impossible. However, in this section, we characterize a linear-invariant
function family with a set of constraints, i.e., the notion of characterization. We first build lower bounds on the locality
of characterizations, and hence obtain our results by combining them with the upper bounds in Lemma 3.10.
Definition 5.1. Let F1,F2 ∈ {Fn → F} be two function families. A constraint C is said to be a constraint on F1 relative to
F2 if C is a constraint onF1 but not onF2.
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Proposition 5.2. IfF1 ( F2, andF1 has a characterization C , then there exists a constraint in C which is onF1 relative toF2.
Proof. By definition. 
Lemma 5.3. Let m ∈ F[x] ⊆ F[x, y] be a monomial with degree d > 0. Let F1 = SPAN{yem′|m′ ∈ A-SPAN(m), e ∈
[q− 1], deg(m′)+ e ≡ dmod (q− 1)}. LetF2 = {m′|m′ be a monomial in F[x, y], deg(m′) ≡ dmod (q− 1), degy(m′) ≥ 1}.
ThenF1 has no constraints of locality q
dch(m)−q
q relative toF2.
Proof. It is clear thatF1 ⊆ F2. IfF1 = F2, then the lemma is trivially correct, because there is no constraint onF1 that is
not a constraint onF2. Otherwise,F1 ( F2, in which case, we show that if C = (z1, . . . , zk; V ) is a constraint onF1 relative
toF2, then k > q
dch(m)−q
q . To prove this, we try to give a k-local constraint on A-SPAN(m) and use Lemma 3.13 to bound k.
For every i ∈ [k], let zi = (zi1, . . . , zin, yi). We show that, for every i ∈ [k], yi ≠ 0, and that for every pair i ≠ j,
zi, zj are independent. The reason is as follows. Assume that yi = 0 for some i ∈ [k]. Then for any f ∈ F2, f (zi) = 0,
which means that the point zi cannot be used to distinguishF1 andF2 at all. We remove this point and therefore have that
(z1, . . . , zi−1, zi+1, . . . , zk; V ′) is a (k− 1)-local constraint onF1 relative toF2, where V ′ = {⟨α1, . . . , αi−1, αi+1, . . . , αk⟩ :
⟨α1, . . . , αi−1, 0, αi+1, . . . , αk⟩ ∈ V }. Assume that zi = λ · zj for some i ≠ j and λ ∈ F \ {0}. For any f ∈ F2, f (zi) =
f (λ · zj) = λdf (zj), which means that the point zi is redundant in distinguishing F1 and F2. We remove this point so that
(z1, . . . , zi−1, zi+1, . . . , zk; V ′) is a (k− 1)-local constraint onF1 relative toF2, where V ′ = {⟨α1, . . . , αi−1, αi+1, . . . , αk⟩ :
⟨α1, . . . , αi−1, λdαj, αi+1, . . . , αk⟩ ∈ V }. Note that V ′ in both cases is a non-trivial subset of Fk−1, since otherwise, V must
be a constraint onF2.
Then we can describe a k-local constraint on A-SPAN(m) as follows. For a point x = (x1, . . . , xn+1) ∈ Fn+1 in
which xn+1 ≠ 0, define a map τ(x) = ( x1xn+1 , . . . , xnxn+1 ). Let V ′ = {⟨
α1
yd1
, . . . ,
αk
ydk
⟩ : ⟨α1, . . . , αk⟩ ∈ V }. We show that
C ′ = (τ (z1), . . . , τ (zk); V ′) is a constraint on A-SPAN(m). For a monomial m′ ∈ A-SPAN(m), define a map ξ(m′) = m′ · ye,
where e ∈ [q − 1] is picked such that deg(ξ(m′)) ≡ d mod (q − 1). For any function f ∈ A-SPAN(m), define ξ(f ) =
m′∈sup(f ) ξ(m′). By Basic Property 3.3, ξ(f ) ∈ F1, and then ⟨(ξ(f ))(z1), . . . , (ξ(f ))(zk)⟩ ∈ V . Note that for each i ∈ [k],
(ξ(f ))(zi) = ydi · f (τ (zi)), we have that ⟨yd1 · f (τ (z1)), . . . , ydk · f (τ (zk))⟩ ∈ V , and hence ⟨f (τ (z1)), . . . , f (τ (zk))⟩ ∈ V ′. That
is, A-SPAN(m) has a k-local constraint C ′. By Lemma 3.13, k > dch−qq . 
Lemma 5.4. LetF ( {Fn+1 → F} be a non-trivial linear-invariant familywith p-adic degree dch. ThenF has no characterization
of locality q
dch−2q
q .
Proof. Let m0 = xd11 · · · xdnn ydy ∈ sup(F ) be a monomial with p-adic degree dch. Let m = xd11 · · · xdn+dyn if dn + dy < q and
m = xd11 · · · xdn+dy−(q−1)n , if otherwise. Note that deg(m) ≡ deg(m0) mod (q − 1) and dch(m) ≥ dch − p · s ≥ dch − q. It is
clear that Ln+1-SPAN(m) ⊆ F since m ∈ sup(F ). Based on such an m, we define two function families F1 and F2 by the
same way as that in the proof of Lemma 5.3.
First, we show thatF1 ⊆ Ln+1-SPAN(m), and moreover,F1 ⊆ F . Let d = deg(m). Let yem′ be a monomial inF1, where
m′ =j cj ·m(Ljx+bj). Consider the function h(x, y) =j cj ·m(Ljx+bjy). Everymonomial in sup(h) has degree exactly d.
Let h(x, y) =di=0 fi(x) · yi, where fi(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d− i. Note thatm′ = h(x, 1) =di=0 fi(x),
which implies that m′ = fe(x) and fi(x) = 0 for i ≠ e. So h(x, y) = ye · m′ ∈ Ln+1-SPAN(m), which means that F1 ⊆ Ln+1-
SPAN(m).
Second, we show that, there must be a constraint in the characterization of F that is a constraint on F1 relative to F2.
Using the monomial m0, we construct a monomial mˆ by ‘‘p-adic degree enhancement’’ procedure as follows. Let i be an
index such that dch,i(m0) ≠ 0. Then we reduce dch,i(m0) by 1 and enhance dch,i−1(m0) by p to get mˆ. (If i = 0, then i − 1
should be s − 1). That is, for every j ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1} \ {i − 1, i}, dch,j(mˆ) = dch,j(m0). dch,i−1(mˆ) = dch,i−1(m0) + p and
dch,i(mˆ) = dch,i(m0) − 1. For any mˆ satisfying this, we have that deg(mˆ) ≡ deg(m) mod (q − 1) and dch(mˆ) > dch(m0).
By Proposition 3.2, mˆ ∉ F , but mˆ ∈ F2. Define a function family F ′ = F ∪ {mˆ}, then F is a non-trivial subset of F ′. By
Proposition 5.2, there exists a constraint C = (z1, . . . , zk; V ) in the characterization of F that is a constraint on F relative
toF ′.
Noting that F1 ⊆ F , C is a constraint on F1. Since C is not a constraint on F ′, ⟨mˆ(z1), . . . , mˆ(zk)⟩ ∉ V , and therefore C
is not a constraint onF2. So C is a constraint onF1 relative toF2. By Lemma 5.3, k > q
dch(m)−q
q ≥ q dch−2qq , which means that
F has no characterization of locality q
dch−2q
q . 
Lemma 5.5. Let F be a linear-invariant family of p-adic degree dch. Then it has a 2-ary independent k = 2ql-local formal
characterizations for l = ⌈ 2dchp ⌉ + 3.
Proof. Let F ′ = A-SPAN(F ). By Proposition 3.2, dch(F ′) = dch(F ) = dch. By Lemma 3.10, for l = ⌈ 2dchp ⌉ + 3, both F and
F ′ have a ql-local formal characterization. By Lemma 4.11, the lemma follows. 
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Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.15, for linear-invariant families, we have the following:
Lemma 5.6. Let F ⊆ {Fn → F} be a linear-invariant family with a k-local characterization. Then it has a k′-local formal
characterization for k′ = k 2qp q4( qp+1). Furthermore, it is 2k′-locally testable, where the test accepts all functions in F with
probability 1 and rejects δ-far function with probabilitymin{ δ2 , 1(4k′+1)(2k′−1) }.
Proof. Let dch be the p-adic degree of F . By Lemma 5.4, if F has a k-local characterization, then k > q
dch−2q
q . On the other
hand, by Lemma 3.10, F has a k′-local formal characterization for k′ ≤ q⌈ 2dchp ⌉+3. Combining these two bounds, we have
that k′ ≤ k 2qp q4( qp+1). Applying Lemma 5.5, we know that F has a 2-ary independent 2k′-local formal characterization and
it is 2k′-locally testable by Theorem 2.4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.9 in the case of K = F. The proof for the case of K ⊇ Fwill be given in Section 6.
Finally, we can prove Theorem 2.11.
Proof of Theorem 2.11. (1)⇒ (2): Suppose that a poly(k, q)-local test T testsF efficiently. Pick all the tuples of poly(k, q)
localities each of which is queried by T with positive probability. It is easy to verify that these poly(k, q)-local constraints
are composed to be a poly(k, q)-local characterization.
(2)⇒ (3) and (3)⇒ (1) follow from Lemma 5.6. 
6. Generalization to extension fields
In this section, we generalize Lemmas 3.15 and 5.6 to the functions mapping Kn to F, and prove the full version of
Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. Generally, a polynomial over Kn in K[x] is not necessarily restricted in F. This means that many
polynomials in K[x] are not included in our analysis. Therefore we need some properties for the functions in {Kn → F} to
get rid of the illegal ones.
First, we generalize the definition of p-adic degree to the extension fieldK. Proposition 3.2 still holds. For any x ∈ K, the
standard trace function is given by Tr0(x) = x + xq + · · · + xqt−1 . (Recall that |F| = q, |K| = qt .) For our proof, we use the
‘‘trace of monomials’’ defined as follows.
Definition 6.1. Letm = cxd be a monomial, where d = ⟨d1, . . . , dn⟩. Define b(d) to be the smallest positive integer b such
that for every i ∈ [n], di · qb ≡ di mod (Q − 1). We say that c ∈ K is d-admissible if cqb(d) = c. For a d-admissible coefficient
c , define the trace of the monomial m = cxd to be Tr(m) = m+mq + · · · +mqb−1 , where b = b(d).
Remark. In the above definition, Tr(·) is just a function over monomials with admissible coefficient. Different monomials
have different numbers of items in the summation. By definition, Tr0(m) = tbTr(m).
Noting that for every α ∈ F, αq = α, we have the following:
Proposition 6.2. LetF ⊆ {Kn → F} be a family. For every monomial m ∈ sup(F ), let m = cxd, then c is d-admissible.
Proof. Let f = d cdxd be a function in F . Note that f q = f . By induction, f qb(d) = f holds for every d. For any monomial
m ∈ sup(f ), let m = cdxd. We have that mqb(d) = m and cqb(d)d = cd, since two functions are equivalent if and only if their
corresponding coefficients are equal. Then cd is d-admissible. 
Proposition 6.3. For every function f ∈ {Kn → F}, f can be decomposed into the sum of a set of trace functions. Formally,
f =i fi, where for every i, there is a monomial mi such that fi = Tr(mi).
Proof. Let f be a function in F . Let m1 = c · xd be a monomial in sup(f ) and b = b(d). Since f q = f on every point in Kn,
we know that mq1 ∈ sup(f ). By induction, {m1,mq1, . . . ,mq
b−1
1 } ⊆ sup(f ). Define f1 = Tr(m1) = m1 + mq1 + . . . + mq
b−1
1 .
Since f , f1 ∈ {Kn → F}, f − f1 ∈ {Kn → F}. For the function f − f1, repeating the above procedure, we can find a monomial
m2 ∈ sup(f − f1) and f2 = Tr(m2) such that f − f1 − f2 ∈ {Kn → F}. By induction, f can be decomposed to be f = i fi
such that for every i, fi = Tr(mi) for somemi ∈ sup(f ). 
We extend the trace of monomials to functions and families:
Definition 6.4. Let f =d cdxd. For every cd ≠ 0, cd is d-admissible. Define the trace of f to be Tr(f ) =d Tr(cdxd). For
a familyF ⊆ {Kn → F}, define the trace ofF to be Tr(F ) = {Tr(f )|f ∈ F }. We also define Tr0(F ) = {Tr0(f )|f ∈ F }.
Similar to Basic Property 3.3, for the trace of monomials, we have
Basic Property 6.5. Let f be a function in {Kn → F}. For everym ∈ sup(f ), Tr(m) ∈ L-SPAN(f ).
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Proof. Let f (x1, . . . , xn) = d cdxd and m = cexe, where d = (d1, . . . , dn) and e = (e1, . . . , en) are vectors in{0, . . . ,Q − 1}n. Let b = b(e) and K∗ = K \ {0}. It suffices to show that the function
(α1,...,αn)∈(K∗)n

b−1
j=0
α
e1qj
1 · · ·αenq
j
n

· f (α−11 x1, . . . , α−1n xn) (1)
belongs to L-SPAN(f ) and equals (−1)n · Tr(m).
Fix a group of α1, . . . , αn, consider the coefficient
b−1
j=0 α
e1qj
1 · · ·αenq
j
n . Since for each i ∈ [n], ei · qb ≡ ei mod (Q − 1), we
have (
b−1
j=0 α
e1qj
1 · · ·αenq
j
n )
q =bj=1 αe1qj1 · · ·αenqjn =b−1j=0 αe1qj1 · · ·αenqjn , which means that the coefficients used in (1) are
from F, and so (1) belongs to L-SPAN(f ). Next, we show that (1) equals (−1)n · Tr(m).
(α1,...,αn)∈(K∗)n
b−1
j=0
α
e1qj
1 · · ·αenq
j
n · f (α−11 x1, . . . , α−1n xn)
=

(α1,...,αn)∈(K∗)n
b−1
j=0

d∈{0,...,Q−1}n
cd · αe1qj−d11 · · ·αenq
j−dn
n · xd11 · · · xdnn .
Since K is a proper extension field of F, K∗ has size no less than 2. So for each i ∈ [n],αi∈K∗ αeiqj−dii equals−1 if di = eiqj,
and 0 if otherwise. So (1) equals
(−1)n
b−1
j=0
c(e1qj,...,enqj)x
e1qj
1 · · · xenq
j
n .
Noting that f maps Kn to F, we have f q = f . Thus, for each j ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1}, since c(e1qj,...,enqj) is (e1qj, . . . , enqj)-
admissible, comparing the monomials in f q to those in f , we have
(c(e1qj,...,enqj)x
e1qj
1 · · · xenq
j
n )
q = c(e1qj+1,...,enqj+1)xe1q
j+1
1 · · · xenq
j+1
n .
So (1) is exactly (−1)n · Tr(m). 
Corollary 6.6. Let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be a linear-invariant family. For any monomial m, we have that Tr(m) ∈ F if and only if
m ∈ sup(F ).
Proof. If Tr(m) ∈ F , then it is obvious thatm ∈ sup(F ). For the other direction, ifm ∈ sup(F ), then there exists a function
f ∈ F , such thatm ∈ sup(f ). By Basic Property 6.5, Tr(m) = L-SPAN(f ). The corollary follows since L-SPAN(f ) ⊆ F . 
We can ignore the admissible coefficients of the monomials, since L-SPAN (Tr(αxd)) =L-SPAN(Tr(βxd) if α, β ∈ K \ {0}
are both d-admissible. Similar to Corollary 3.6, we try to classify the linear span of monomials by the p-adic degrees at
different levels. But the condition of Corollary 3.6 is not sufficient to get such a regular classification since the traces of
monomials are different. The monomial which has short trace might be canceled in the linear span of the monomial which
has long trace. However, we still have the following property:
Lemma 6.7. Let m = xd and m′ = xe be two monomials mapping Kn to F. If for every j ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}, dch,j(m′) = dch,j(m),
and b(d) = t, then Tr(m) ∈ L-SPAN(Tr(m′)).
Proof. Let dch = dch(m), so dch = dch(m′). We will show that Tr(m) ∈ L-SPAN(Tr(ex(m))) and Tr(ex(m)) ∈ Ldch-
SPAN(Tr(ex(m′))). Then the lemma follows from the observation that L-SPAN(Tr(ex(m′))) is in fact the n-dimensional
restriction on Ldch-SPAN(Tr(ex(m
′))).
Noting that b(d) = t , Tr(m) = Tr0(m) holds. Since the p-adic degree on each variable in ex(m) is exactly one,
Tr(ex(m)) = Tr0(ex(m)). To prove that Tr0(m) ∈ L-SPAN(Tr0(ex(m))), since for each element a ∈ F, aq = a, we only
have to show that m ∈ L-SPAN(ex(m)). This is straightforward since we only have to map the dch variables in ex(m) to
x1, . . . , xn according to the p-adic degree of each variable.
Then we show that Tr(ex(m)) ∈ Ldch-SPAN(Tr(ex(m′))). Let b = b(e) and e = (e1, . . . , en). For each i ∈ [n], let
ei = ei0 + ei1p + . . . + ei,st−1pst−1. Suppose that for some i0 ∈ [n], j0 ∈ {0, . . . , st − 1}, ei0j0 > 0, then we show that
Tr(m′′) ∈ Ln+1-SPAN(Tr(m′)), where m′′ = m′ · ( yxi0 )
pj0 . By Corollary 6.6, we only have to prove that m′′ ∈ sup(Ln+1-
SPAN(Tr(m′))).
Let h(x) = Tr(m′) = b−1k=0 hk(x), where hk(x) = xe·qk . We consider the expansion of polynomial h(x1, . . . , xi0−1, xi0 +
y, xi0+1, . . . , xn). h0(x1, . . . , xi0−1, xi0+y, xi0+1, . . . , xn) = h0(x)+

j∈S ei0j ·m′ · ( yxi0 )
pj+P(x, y), where S ⊆ {0, . . . , st−1}
is the set of indices satisfying ei0j > 0 if j ∈ S, and P(x, y) is a polynomial in which the p-adic degree of xi0 is less thanst−1
j=0 ei0j − 1. So the coefficient of m′′ in the expansion of h0(x1, . . . , xi0−1, xi0 + y, xi0+1, . . . , xn) is ei0j0 . For any other
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hk(x), 0 < k ≤ b − 1, we have that dch(hk) = dch(h0), so that m′′ ∈ sup(hk(x1, . . . , xi0−1, xi0 + y, xi0+1, . . . , xn)), if
deg(hk) = deg(h0). But hk ≠ h0 (Otherwise, b ≤ k), there are at least two variables xi and xj, which have degrees in hk(x)
other than ei and ej respectively. Then we know that there is at least one variable xi (i ≠ i0) in hk(x) which has degree
other than ei. So m′′ ∉ sup(hk(x1, . . . , xi0−1, xi0 + y, xi0+1, . . . , xn)) for any k ∈ [b − 1]. Since 0 < ei0j0 < p, we have that
m′′ ∈ sup(Ln+1-SPAN(Tr(m′))).
We do the same onm′′. By induction on dch − n, we extract a new variable until we get Tr(ex(m)) ∈ Ldch-SPAN(Tr(m′)).
The lemma follows immediately. 
Now we are ready to build the upper and lower bounds for constraints, characterizations and formal characterizations
respectively.
6.1. Upper bounds on locality of formal characterizations
Similarly to that in Section 3.2, we give upper bounds on the locality of formal characterization through the following
steps.
Lemma 6.8. Let F ⊆ {Kn → F} be a linear-invariant family with dch(F ) = dch. Suppose that a function f : Kn → F is not in
F . If n ≥ 2dchp + 3, then there exists a linear transformation L : Kn−1 → Kn such that f ◦ L ∉ F |n−1.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.9. Suppose that m ∈ sup(f ) is a monomial not in supF . Let m = xd =
xd11 . . . x
dn
n andm
′ = xd11 . . . xdn−2n−2 xdn−1+dnn−1 . We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: There are i, j ∈ [n], i ≠ j, such that di + dj takes no carry. Without loss of generality, let i = n− 1 and j = n. Define
a linear mapping fromKn−1 toKn to be Lα,β(x1, . . . , xn−1) = (x1, . . . , xn−2, αxn−1, βxn−1). It suffices to show that for some
α, β ∈ K, f ◦Lα,β ∉ F |n−1. Let ct be the coefficient of themonomial xd11 . . . xdn−1+dn−tn−1 xtn. Then the coefficient of themonomial
xd11 . . . x
dn−1+dn
n−1 in f ◦ Lα,β(x1, . . . , xn−1) is r(α, β) =
dn−1
t=0 ctαdn−1+dn−tβ t . Since cdn ≠ 0, there must be some α, β ∈ K
such that r(α, β) ≠ 0. For such α, β ,m′ ∈ sup(f ◦ Lα,β). Then we show thatm ∈ sup(Ln-SPAN(m′)). If so,m′ ∉ sup(F |n−1),
(Otherwise, Tr(m) ∈ Ln-SPAN(Tr(m′)) ⊆ F |n−1 ⊆ F , contradicting thatm ∉ sup(F )) which means that f ◦ Lα,β ∉ F |n−1.
Let b = b(⟨d1, . . . , dn−2, dn−1+dn⟩). For each i ∈ [n], let di = di0+di1p+. . .+di,st−1pst−1. Let h(x1, . . . , xn−1) = Tr(m′) =b−1
k=0 hk(x1, . . . , xn−1), where hk(x1, . . . , xn−1) = m′qk . Define a linear map in {Kn → Kn−1}: L(x) = (x1, . . . , xn−2, xn−1 +
xn). Consider the expansion of the polynomial h ◦ L(x). First,
h0 ◦ L(x) = xd11 . . . xdn−2n−2 · (xn−1 + xn)dn−1+dn
= xd11 . . . xdn−2n−2 ·
st−1
j=0
(xp
j
n−1 + xp
j
n )
dn−1,j+dn,j .
Recall that there are no carry in dn−1 + dn, and so dn−1,j + dn,j < p for every j. Thus, the coefficient of the monomial
xd in the expansion of h0 ◦ L(x) isst−1j=0  dn−1,j + dn,jdn−1,j

, which is non-zero (mod p), and xd ∈ sup(h0 ◦ L(x)). For any
other hk ◦ L(x), 0 < k ≤ b − 1, we have that dch(hk) = dch(h0), so that xd ∈ sup(hk ◦ L(x)) only if deg(hk) = deg(h0). But
hk ≠ h0 (otherwise, b ≤ k), there are at least two variables xi and xj which have degrees in hk(x1, . . . , xn−1) other than those
in hk(x1, . . . , xn−1). Thus, there is at least one variable xi (i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2}) in hk(x1, . . . , xn−1) which has degree other
than di. So xd ∉ sup(hk ◦ L(x)) for any 0 < k ≤ b− 1. In all, xd ∈ sup(Ln-SPAN(Tr(m′))).
Case 2: For any i, j ∈ [n], i ≠ j, di + dj takes at least u(u ≥ 1) carries. Then dch(m′) is at least [(p − 1)u + 1] · n2 − pu. For
n ≥ 4, dch(m′) ≥ ( n2 − 1)p ≥ dch + p2 . But dch(F |n−1) ≤ dch(F ) = dch. Note that Proposition 3.2 holds in the case of F ⊆ K,
we have thatm′ ∉ F |n−1. By the similar reason to that in case 1, there are α, β ∈ K such that f ◦ Lα,β ∉ F |n−1. 
Lemma 6.9. LetF ⊆ {Kn → F} be a linear-invariant family with dch(F ) = dch. ThenF has a Q l-local formal characterization
for l = ⌈ 2dchp ⌉ + 3.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.10, from which we know that it suffices to show that f ∈ F if and only if for
any linear map L : Kl → Kn, f ◦ L ∈ F |l.
If f ∈ F , it is obvious that f ◦ L ∈ F |l. For the other direction, if f ∉ F , by Lemma 6.8, there is a linear transformation
L1 : Kn−1 → Kn such that f ◦ L1 ∉ F |n−1 if n ≥ 2dchp + 3. SinceF |n−1 preserves linear-invariance, by induction on n− l, we
repeatedly use Lemma 6.8 to obtain a linear transformation Ln−1 : Kl → Kn such that f ◦ Ln−l ∉ F |l. 
6.2. Lower bounds on the locality of constraints for affine-invariant families
The starting point is again Proposition 3.11. We reduce the functions in {Kn → F} to functions in {Kn−1 → K}. We show
that,
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Lemma 6.10. If F ⊆ {Kn → F} is an affine-invariant family with dch(F ) = dch, then F has no Q l-local constraints for
l ≤ dch−QQ .
Proof. Assume that F has a k-local constraint. We prove that k ≥ Q l. Let m be a monomial in sup(F ), dch(m) = dch. Let
m′ = ex(m).
By the definition of total expansion of monomials and by Lemma 6.7, we know that Tr0(m′) = Tr(m′) ∈ F |lA, and that
A-SPAN(Tr0(m′)) ⊆ F |lA. Note that Lemma 3.12 holds in the case of F ⊆ K, F |lA has a k-local constraint. So as a subset,
A-SPAN(Tr0(m′)) ⊆ F |lA has a k-local constraint either.
Then we show that A-SPAN(m′) has a k-local constraint. Let (x1, . . . , xk; V ) be a k-local constraint on A-SPAN(Tr0(m′)).
Define a subset V ′ = {⟨α1, . . . , αk⟩ ∈ Kk|⟨Tr0(α1), . . . , Tr0(αk)⟩ ∈ V }. Then it is easy to see that (x1, . . . , xk; V ′) is a k-local
constraint on A-SPAN(m′). Since Tr0(·) is a surjective function, the non-triviality of V ′ is guaranteed by that of V .
Define M ⊆ {Kn−1 → K} to be the set of monomials such that M = {m′′ : m′′ = m′|x1=a, a ∈ K}. That is, let an
arbitrary variable (not necessary x1) in m′ run over all the elements in K to form M . Note that A-SPANK(M ) also has a
k-local constraint and dch(M ) = dch − 1. By the proof of Lemma 3.13, k ≥ Q ⌊
dch−1
Q ⌋ ≥ Q dch−QQ . 
6.3. Lower bounds on the locality of characterizations for linear-invariant families
We generalize Definition 5.1 to the case of {Kn → F}. In this case, Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 still hold, and more
importantly, we have:
Lemma 6.11. Let F ( {Kn+1 → F} be a non-trivial linear-invariant family with p-adic degree dch. Then F has no
characterization of locality Q
dch−2Q
Q .
Proof. Let m0 = xd11 · · · xdnn ydy ∈ sup(F ) be a monomial with p-adic degree dch. Let m = xd11 · · · xdn+dyn if dn + dy < Q and
m = xd11 · · · xdn+dy−(Q−1)n , otherwise. Note that deg(m) ≡ deg(m0)mod (Q − 1) and dch(m) ≥ dch − p · st ≥ dch − Q . Then
Ln+1-SPAN(Tr0(m)) ⊆ F since m ∈ sup(F ). Based on such m, we define two function families F1,F2 ⊆ {Kn+1 → K}
as follows. F1 = SPAN{y · m′|m′ ∈ A-SPAN(m), e + deg(m′) ≡ deg(m) mod (Q − 1), e ∈ [Q − 1]}, F2 = {m′|m′ ∈
K[x, y], degy(m′) ≥ 1, deg(m′) ≡ deg(m)mod (Q − 1)}. By the proof of Lemma 5.3, and by combining it with Lemma 6.10,
we know that, ifF1 has a k-local constraint relative toF2, then k ≥ Q
dch(m)−Q
Q ≥ Q dch−2QQ . Another point is that, ifF1 has no
k-local constraints relative toF2, then Tr0(F1) has no k-local constraints relative to Tr0(F2). So Tr0(F1) has noQ
dch−2Q
Q -local
constraints relative to Tr0(F2).
As we argued in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we have that F1 ⊆ Ln+1-SPAN(m). So Tr0(F1) ⊆ Ln+1-SPAN(Tr0(m)) and so
Tr0(F1) ⊆ F . Every constraint onF is also on Tr0(F ). On the other hand, by the technique of ‘‘p-adic degree enhancement’’
introduced in the proof of Lemma 5.4, we can find amonomial mˆ such that deg(mˆ) ≡ deg(m)mod (Q −1) but dch(mˆ) > dch,
mˆ ∉ sup(F ). In addition, we assume that Tr(mˆ) = Tr0(mˆ), since for each j ∈ {0, . . . , st − 1}, we can rearrange dch,j(mˆ)
on each variable such that there exists a variable xi whose degree dˆi satisfies that for any a < t , dˆ
qa
i ≢ dˆi mod (Q − 1).
Note that Tr(mˆ) ∉ F , but Tr(mˆ) = Tr0(mˆ) ∈ Tr0(F2). Define F ′ = F ∪ {Tr(mˆ)}, then F is a non-trivial subset of F ′. By
Proposition 5.2, there exists a constraint C in the characterization of F that is a constraint on F relative to F ′, and then C
is not a constraint on Tr0(F2). So C is a constraint on Tr0(F1) relative to Tr0(F2) and k ≥ Q
dch−2Q
Q . 
6.4. Combining the upper and lower bounds together
In this subsection, we complete the proofs of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9.
As before, we combine Lemmas 6.9 and 6.10 and Theorem 2.4 together so that we have Theorem 2.8.
To convert a formal characterization for a linear-invariant family to a 2-ary independent one, we use Lemma 4.11 (it still
works here) to obtain:
Lemma 6.12. Let F be a linear-invariant family of p-adic degree dch. Then it has a 2-ary independent k = 2Q l-local formal
characterizations for l = ⌈ 2dchp ⌉ + 3.
Proof. By using Lemmas 4.11 and 6.9, the proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.5. 
Combining Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12 and Theorem 2.4, we have Theorem 2.9. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.9.
7. Open questions
Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 are nice positive results on the characterization of locally testable linear- and affine-invariant
function families. This leaves open some interesting questions such as: whether or not both the theorems can be extended
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to general fields? Which of the characterizations in the case of K = F can be strengthened such that the localities are
independent of the field sizes? On the positive side, it seems that the present results have already exhausted the currently
available technical resources. Theorem2.13 and its proof provide the first successful approach to proving systematic negative
results in this theme. It could be possible to extend and develop more techniques along the line to prove more negative
results in the characterization of locally testable algebraic properties.
We believe that further investigation in this theme may not only offer more results in both positive and negative sides
for the characterization of locally testable codes, but develop deep new mathematics, with potential applications in a wide
range of theoretical computer science.
For further reading
[23].
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